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Teneo for Consumer Devices
Making Technology Think

Teneo is a platform and language-independent technology
designed to enable companies, organizations and manufacturers
to deliver intelligent, speech-enabled Natural Language
capabilities for connected consumer devices.

Natural Language
technology adds
intelligence, conversational
ability, and even a
personality, to existing
speech-enabled
functionality

the largest and most complex natural
language implementations delivered
in the enterprise world, it is highly
scalable and robust. Unlike other
solutions, our award-winning software
is not restricted to specific platforms,
devices or languages - mobile, web,
Smart TV, games consoles, SatNav and
other connected devices can all be
supported. At its core is the patented
Natural Language Interaction engine
which allows intelligent, speechenabled virtual assistants to be built in
21 different languages straight out of
the box, with further languages
rapidly available via our proven
Language Objects Libraries
implementation process.
With deep integration into on-device
features, plus the ability to access
content from external applications
and other information sources, Teneo
delivers an instinctive and effortless
user experience, driven by everyday
spoken language and commands.

Teneo® has been developed to
enable you to transform the way your
customers interact and control devices
using everyday language and phrases,
helping you build stronger, more loyal
customer relationships and increasing
lifetime value. Speech-enabled
devices are already a key focus for
many organizations, but the addition
of Natural Language technology
adds intelligence, conversational
ability, and even a personality, to
existing functionality - meaning the
“tomorrow’s world” of truly intelligent
devices is here today.
Teneo is the most sophisticated Natural
Language Interaction (NLI)-based
solution available. Powering some of
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Teneo has been designed to allow
non-technical, non-linguists to build
intelligent, humanlike and capable
virtual assistants and NLI applications
using an intuitive, user-friendly
interface. This significantly reduces
the time to market, delivers a faster
return on investment and puts you
in control. Additionally, the native
natural language understanding
delivered through Teneo’s analytics
tools provides unprecedented insight
into customer attitudes and behavior.

Teneo
Insight

One application different needs
The Teneo Platform offers advantages
right across the consumer device
ecosystem.

FOR YOU
Teneo is platform, device and
language-independent. This means
you can add intelligent speechenablement to your connected
consumer devices, providing your
customers with a sophisticated and
tangibly useful new capability; and you
with a clear market differentiator. And
because Teneo has been developed
with ease of use and flexibility in mind,
it doesn’t need technical specialists
to build sophisticated natural
language solutions.

parental controls. Driving and decide
to change your plans? You don’t have
to pull off the road and manually reprogram the SatNav – just tell it to plan
your new route on the fly. Intelligent
speech-enabled devices enable
consumers to do the things they need
to, quicker and easier than ever before.

FOR DEVELOPERS
The power of Teneo’s NLI capability
has been harnessed in Teneo Toolkit,
a software developer toolkit (SDK),
which gives you the ability to
develop intelligent speech-enabled
applications on any connected
consumer device.

Features
•

FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS
Having an intelligent virtual assistant
on your Smart TV, SatNav, games
console or other device, that can
answer your queries and provide
instant help, takes interactivity to
the next level. There’s no need to
fumble for the remote and search
a jam-packed television Electronic
Programming Guide (EPG) – simply
ask the TV to record single programs
or entire series, tell you who the
lead actor was in that new show you
just saw or even set up and manage

•

•

 roven, scalable and flexible.   
P
Our experience in NLI technology
cannot be beaten, and has been
gathered from live customer
projects of different size and
complexity all over the world. Our
customers cover many industries
and sectors, giving us an unrivalled
depth and breadth of real-life
knowledge and experience.
Easy integration. Teneo comes with
built-in integration capabilities. The
open API and extensive software
developer toolkit (SDK) allow Teneo
to be more closely integrated with
specific features on individual
devices.

•

•

•

 xternal connectivity. Teneo can
E
interface directly with external
applications, accessing content and
using it as part of a response to a
query. So if you ask “Who stars in
the movie, The Avengers?” Teneo
will be able to tell you the answer,
by accessing an external movie
database to intelligently search for
that information and then parse it
into a natural, conversational reply.
Multiple languages. Teneo
already supports 21 languages,
a figure which greatly surpasses
other solutions available. Further
languages are available very rapidly,
thanks to our patented Language
Object Library implementation
process.
Enhanced service. Implementing
a Virtual Assistant allows your
customers to control and interact
with their device in an engaging
and innovative way. This enhanced
capability will give you a clear level
of differentiation in the market.
Increased Business Value. By
using our purpose-built analytics
tool, Teneo Insight, you are able to
gather unprecedented insight and
understanding into what customers
are thinking, from the macro level,
right down to a granular, individual
dialog level.
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Spain

Brazil

Artificial Solutions Iberia, S.L.

Artificial Solutions Brazil

Tel. +34 93 245 13 01

Tel. +55 21 7910 3637

www.artificial-solutions.es

www.artificial-solutions.com

United Kingdom

Denmark

Artificial Solutions UK

Artificial Solutions Denmark

Tel. +44 (0)1635 523267

Tel. +45 8851 0286

www.artificial-solutions.co.uk

www.artificial-solutions.dk

Benelux

Sweden

Artificial Solutions BV

Artificial Solutions Scandinavia AB

Tel. +31 (0)35-646 26 02

Tel. +46 8 663 54 50

www.artificial-solutions.nl

www.artificial-solutions.se

France

Norway

Artificial Solutions France

Artificial Solutions Norway

Tel. +33 (0)1 53 62 90 36

Tel. +46 8 663 54 50

www.artificial-solutions.com

www.artificial-solutions.com

Germany

Japan

Artificial Solutions Germany GmbH

Interwork Corporation (via partner)

Tel. +49 (0)40 35085-39

Tel. +81 (0)3 3414 0008

www.artificial-solutions.de

www.intwk.co.jp/CSO

Italy
Artificial Solutions Italy
Tel. +39 02 78 62 11 04
www.artificial-solutions.it

About Artificial Solutions
Artificial Solutions is the leading specialist in Natural Language Interaction (NLI). The company’s
patented technology enables people to hold two-way meaningful conversations with applications
and services running on computers, mobile technology and other electronic devices in a humanlike,
intelligent manner.
Typically deployed as web-based Virtual Assistants for customer service and sales, and as embedded
speech-enabled applications for mobile computing, Artificial Solutions enables organizations to
increase customer satisfaction and direct revenues, whilst reducing costs. Platform and device
independent, Artificial Solutions’ NLI technology is available in 21 languages and includes powerful
analytics that deliver valuable insight into customers’ needs and behavior.
With development centers in Barcelona, Hamburg, London and Stockholm and offices across Europe,
Asia-Pacific and South America, Artificial Solutions’ technology is deployed by hundreds of public and
private sector organizations and used by millions of people every year. For more information , visit
www.artificial-solutions.com
Teneo® is a registered trademark in Europe.

